
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!TERMS!AND!CONDITIONS!OF!SALE!
."
1!!!ACCEPTANCE!
1.1" The" term" ”" BML”" refers" to" Boating"Marlborough" Ltd," " and" the" term" “Customer”" refers" to" the" person," firm," company" or"
corporate"with"whom"BML"enters"into"a"contract"as"defined"herein.!
1.2"Any"instructions"received"by"BML"from"the"customer"for"the"supply"of"goods"and"services"hereafter"called""“Goods”," "shall"
constitute"a"binding"contract"and"acceptance"of"the"terms"and"conditions"contained"herein."
"
2!!!PAYMENT!
2.1"Unless"agreed"in"writing"payment"for"goods"and"services"shall"be"made"in"full"on"the"completion"of"the"work"or"14"days"from"
invoice" date" if" the" Customer" is" a" private" customer," or" 20th" of" the" month" following" the" invoice" date," if" the" Customer" is" a"
commercial""customer."
2.2"Interest"may"be"charged"on"any"amount"owing"after"the"due"date"at"a"rate"of"2.5%"per"month"or"part"month.."
2.3"Any"expenses,"disbursements"and" legal"costs" incurred"by"BML" in"the"enforcement"of"any"rights"contained" in"this"contract"
shall"be"paid"by"the"Customer,"including"any"solicitor’s"fees"or"debt"collection"agency"fees."
2.4"A"deposit"may"be"required."Progress"payments"may"apply"to"lengthy"in"progress"work."
"
3!!!TITLE!&!SECURITY!(PERSONAL!PROPERTY!SECURITIES!ACT!1999)!
3.1" Title" in" any" goods" supplied" by" BML" does" not" pass" to" the" customer" until" the" Customer" has" paid" in" full" for" all" the" goods"
provided"by"BML"and"of"all"other"sums"due"to"BML"by"the"Customer"whatsoever."Until"all"sums"due"to"BML"by"the"Customer"
have"been"paid"for"in"full,"BML"has"a"security"interest"in"all"goods.""
3.2" If" the" goods" are" attached," fixed," or" incorporated" into" any" property" of" the" Customer," by" way" of" any" manufacturing" or"
assembly"process"by"the"Customer"or"any"third"party,"title" in"the"goods"shall"remain"with"the"supplier"until"the"Customer"has"
made"full"payment"for"all"goods,"and"where"those"goods"are"mixed"with"other"property"so"as"to"be"part"of"a"constituent"of"any"
new"goods,"title"to"these"goods"shall"be"deemed"to"be"assigned"to"BML"as"security"for"the"full"satisfaction"by"the"Customer"of"
the"full"amount"owing"between"BML"and"the"Customer.""
3.3"The"Customer"gives"irrevocable"authority"to"BML"to"enter"any"premises"and"or"vessel"occupied"by"the"Customer"or"on"which"
Goods"are"situated"at"any"reasonable"time"after"default"by"the"Customer"or"before"default"if"BML"believes"a"default"is"likely"and"
to" remove" and" repossess" any" goods" and" any" other" property" to" which" the" goods" are" attached" or" in" which" Goods" are"
incorporated."BML"shall"not"be"liable"for"any"costs,"damages,"expenses"or"losses"incurred"by"the"Customer"or"any"third"party"as"a"
result"of"this"action,"nor"liable"in"contract"or"tort"or"otherwise"in"any"way"whatsoever"unless"by"statute"such"liability"cannot"be"
excluded."BML"may"either" resell"any" repossessed"goods"and"credit" the"customer’s"account"with" the"net"proceeds"of" the"sale"
(after"deduction"of"all"repossession,"storage,"selling"and"other"costs)"or"may"retain"repossessed"Goods"and"credit"the"Customers"
account"with"the"invoice"value"thereof"less"such"sum"as"BML"reasonably"determines"on"account"of"wear"and"tear,"depreciation,"
obsolescence"or"profit"and"costs."
3.4"Where"goods"are"retained"by"BML"pursuant"to"clause"3.3"the"Customer"waives"the"right"to"receive"notice"under"s.120"of"the"
Personal"Property"Securities"Act"1999"(PPSA)"and"to"object"under"s.121"of"the"PPSA.""
"
4!!!SECURITY!INTEREST!FOR!SERVICE!PROVIDERS.!
4.1" The" Customer" gives" BML" a" security" interest" in" all" the" Customers" present" and" afterVacquired" property" that" BML" has"
performed"services"on"or"to"or"in"which"goods"and"materials"supplied"or"financed"by"BML"have"been"attached"or"incorporated."
"
5!!!DISPUTES!&!RETURN!OF!GOODS!
5.1"BML"reserves"the"right"to"decline"any"Goods"returned"after"seven"(7)"days"from"the"date"of"delivery."
5.2"No"Goods"will"be"considered"for"return"without"prior"approval"of"BML."Any"returned"Goods"must"be"unused,"undamaged"
and"in"original"condition"and"packaging."
5.3"A"20%"restocking"fee"may"be"deducted"after"seven"(7)"days."
5.4"Procured"items"or"indented"items"are"not"returnable"for"credit."
"
!
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!
!
6!!!WARRANTY!
6.1"BML"gives"no"warranty"on"any"goods"beyond"that"offered"by"the"manufacturer"of"the"goods"or"parts."The"judgment"of"the"
manufacturer"as"to"the"validity"of"any"claim"is"final"and"binds"both"the"Customer"and"BML."The"liability"in"the"event"of"a"valid"
claim"will"not"exceed"the"sale"price"of"the"goods"plus"the"cost"of"labor"charged"by"BML."
6.2"In"respect"of"services"performed"by"the"supplier."No"warranty"is"given"for"any"sum"greater"that"the"cost"of"labor"originally"
provided"by"BML."
6.3" This" undertaking" is" in" place"of" any" implied" condition" as" to" the"merchantable" quality" and" all" other" conditions,"warranties"
undertakings"or"terms"whether"expressed"or"implied,"statutory"or"otherwise,"consistent"with"the"provisions"of"this"warranty"are"
to"the"extent"permitted"by"law"herby"expressly"excluded."
6.4"BML"gives"no"warranty"that"the"goods"are"fit"for"any"purpose,"suitable"for"any"purpose"or"any"other"warranty"other"than"that"
referred"to"in"clause"6.1"above."
"
7!!!RISK!
7.1"The"goods"remain"at"BML’s"risk"until"delivery"to"the"Customer."
7.2" Delivery" of" Goods" shall" be" deemed" complete" when" BML" gives" possession" of" the" Goods" directly" to" the" customer" or"
possession"of"the"Goods"is"given"to"a"carrier,"courier,"or"other"bailee"for"the"purposes"of"transmission"to"the"Customer."
7.3"All"property"of"the"customer"in"the"possession"of"BML"is"stored"and"worked"on"solely"at"the"Customers"risk."The"Customer"is"
responsible"for"keeping"all"goods"insured"at"all"times."
"
"8!!!EXCLUSION!OF!LIABILITY!
8.1" All" terms,"warranties," conditions" or" obligations" implied" in" this" agreement" by" statute"which" can" be" lawfully" excluded" are"
hereby"excluded."
8.2"Except"as"otherwise"implied"by"law"and"not"able"to"be"excluded"pursuant"to"clause"8.1"above."BML"is"not"liable"for:"
8.2.1"Any" loss"or"damage"of" any" kind"whatsoever," arising" from" the" supply"or"nonVsupply"of"Goods"by"BML" to" the"Customer,"
including"consequential" loss"whether"suffered"or"incurred"by"the"Customer"or"another"person"and"whether"in"contract"or"tort"
(including"negligence)" or" otherwise" and" irrespective"of"whether" such" loss" or" damage"arises"directly" or" indirectly" from"Goods"
provided"by"BML"to"the"Customer"and"
8.2.2" The" Customer" shall" indemnify" BML" against" all" claims" and" loss" of" any" kind" whatsoever" however" caused" or" arising" and"
without"limiting"the"generality"of"the"foregoing"of"this"clause"whether"caused"or"arising"as"a"result"of"the"negligence"of"BML"or"
otherwise" bought" by" any" person" in" connection" with" any" matter," act," omission," or" error" by" BML," agents" or" employees" in"
connection"with"the"Goods;"and"
8.2.3"The"Customer"has"entered"any"contract"with"BML"in"reliance"on"the"Customers"own"skill"and"judgment"and"has"not"been"
induced"to"do"so"by"any"representation"made"by"BML;"and"
8.2.4"BML"is"not" liable"to"the"Customer"for"any" loss"or"damage"arising"directly"or" indirectly"from"any"representation"made"by"
BML."
"

9!!!MISCELLANEOUS!
9.1"BML"shall"not"be"held"liable"for"any"delay"or"failure"to"perform"its"obligations"if"the"cause"of"the"delay"or"failure"is"beyond"its"
control."
9.2"Failure"by"BML"to"enforce"any"of"the"terms"and"conditions"contained"in"this"contract"shall"not"be"deemed"to"be"a"waiver"of"
any"of"the"rights"or"obligations"BML"has"under"this"contract."
9.3" If" any" provision" of" this" contract" shall" be" invalid," void" or" illegal" or" unforceable" the" validity," existence," legality" and"
enforceability"of"the"remaining"provisions"shall"not"be"affected,"prejudiced"or"impaired."
9.4"The"Law"of"New"Zealand"applies"to"this"contract."!


